The new generation Chinese high-resolution three-line stereo-mapping satellite Ziyuan 3 (ZY-3) is equipped with three sensors (nadir, backward, and forward views). Its objective is to manufacture the 1 : 50000 topographic map and revise and update the 1 : 25000 topographic map. For the push-broom satellite, the interpolation accuracy of orbit and attitude determines directly the satellite's stereo-mapping accuracy and the position accuracy without ground control point. In this study, a new trajectory model is proposed for ZY-3 in this paper, according to researching and analyzing the orbit and attitude of ZY-3. Using the trajectory data set, the correction and accuracy of the new proposed trajectory are validated and compared with the other models, polynomial model (LPM), piecewise polynomial model (PPM), and Lagrange cubic polynomial model (LCPM). Meanwhile, the differential equation is derivate for the bundle block adjustment. Finally, the correction and practicability of piece-point with weight polynomial model for ZY-3 satellite are validated according to the experiment of geometric correction using the ZY-3 image and orbit and attitude data.
Introduction
Most high-resolution remote-sensing satellites are the near polar satellite; these satellites generally run on their trajectory below 1000 km in order to acquire the higher resolution for earth observation [1] . Ziyuan 3 (ZY-3) is the first Chinese civilian high-resolution stereo-mapping satellite that is equipped with three-line sensors (nadir, backward, and forward views) which have the separated optic system, respectively, and an additional multispectral sensor. The resolutions of nadir, backward, and forward views, are 2.5 m, 4.0 m, and 4.0 m, respectively, and the resolution of the multispectral sensor is 8 m [2] . The trajectory height of ZY-3 is relatively lower, 505 km. The satellite therefore is easily impacted by various disturbing forces from space and various flutters and jitters from the internal mechanical motion of the satellite such as high-frequency flutter from Gyro-Star and flywheel and the low-frequency jitter from solar panels. All of these factors result in the high-frequency flutter and low-frequency jitter of satellite when it is running on its trajectory [3] .
For the linear push-broom satellite, every acquired image line has different data of orbit and attitude, and the instrument just records the data at regular intervals, but not all. The unrecorded data at a certain time therefore needs to be interpolated using exterior orientation model [4, 5] . For the traditional bundle block adjustment, it is almost impossible to acquire the solution using the orbit and attitude data of every image line. Thus, the high-precision exterior orientation model is needed to be researched and proposed, which is crucial for the geometry-data processing of linear push-broom satellite. In the geometry-data processing with block bundle adjustment, the difficult and key problem is how to reduce and eliminate the correlation between the interior and exterior orientation model parameters and improve the interpolation's accuracy of orbit and attitude, which avoid the transmission of the interpolation error to the interior orientation model in order to improve the solved accuracy of parameters [6, 7] . The interior and exterior model parameters will affect each other and make the cross-correlations in the calculation with bundle block adjustment. When the correlation among the parameters is strong, the systematic error cannot be described completely and accurately with these parameters, which result in the unstable oscillation of solved parameters and the decreased solution accuracy. In this process, the interpolation error of exterior elements 2 The Scientific World Journal (orbit and attitude) with trajectory model will also be transmitted to interior orientation as a part of systematic error, increase the systematic error of interior orientation, and decrease the solved accuracy and stability of geometric data processing. An ideal trajectory model not only can ensure a high interpolation accuracy for the attitude and orbit of every image line but also can decrease and eliminate the strong correlations among the solved parameters in bundle block adjustment and reduce the transmission of systematic error between the interior and exterior orientation models.
Generally, the satellite running trajectory is relatively stable in a short period so that the orbit and attitude in a short interval trajectory can be modeled with the polynomial, therefore avoiding the complex stress analysis of the satellite [8] , therefore avoiding the complex stress analysis of the satellite. Currently, the trajectory models used for highresolution remote-sensing satellite have polynomial model (LPM), piecewise polynomial model (PPM), and Lagrange cubic polynomial model proposed by Hofmann (LCPM) [9] [10] [11] . By research and comparison with the trajectory models, however, these models have some limitations. The LPM and PPM can acquire the smooth fitted curves, and the interpolation accuracies are very low especially for the unstably oscillated trajectory data. The LCPM can acquire a higher interpolation accuracy comparing with the LPM and PPM; however the LCPM easily causes the data oscillation, when the higher-order model is utilized in the block adjustment.
For satellite ZY-3, a new trajectory model (piece-point polynomial with weight model) is proposed to acquire the higher interpolation's accuracy in this paper, based on analyzing the orbit and attitude data of ZY-3. In addition, the data set of ZY-3 is used to validate the correction of piecepoint with weight polynomial model and compare it with the other trajectory models, LPM, PPM, and LCPM, used for other satellites. Meanwhile, the differentiation equation of the proposed trajectory model is derivate and it is validated with the block bundle adjustment. According to geometric correction experiment with the different ground control points, the correctness and applicability of piece-point with weight polynomial model are validated and assessed to ensure and improve the high accuracy of geometric correction for ZY-3 satellite. Using the model to interpolate satellite's orbit and attitude, the weight is calculated by the difference from any interpolation's time to the time assumed as known. Through the least square method, the polynomial parameters are solved, and then the exterior orientation at any time on the orbit can be acquired with the polynomial parameters. The PWPM is represented by (1) , and the weight value is described with : Figure 1 is the diagram of PWPM. is a ground point. Its imaging point is shown by . is the time that the point is imaged. On the orbit, −1 , , +1 , +2 , and +⋅⋅⋅ are the known times that the exterior orientations are acquired with GPS and star sensor, which are represented by red square. −1 , , +1 , +2 , and +⋅⋅⋅ , respectively, represent the weight of the time to the known time −1 , , +1 , +2 , and +⋅⋅⋅ . The unrecorded orbit and attitude at every time like time can be interpolated with the exterior orientations at the time −1 , , +1 , +2 , and +⋅⋅⋅ using PWPM.
ZY-3 Trajectory Model
Assuming that the four known times 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 for orbit and attitude are selected as known points, the value of orbit and attitude at time t can be calculated and acquired with PWPM. The same polynomial coefficients are solved in the piece-wise polynomial model for the orbit and attitude respectively. For the convenient expression, the error equation is represented only with the angle Kappa as (3) according to (1) and the general form of error
Due to the four known times, the four error equations can be established and the coefficient matrix , observed value matrix , and unknown vector matrix are constructed by error equations. Matrices , , and are represented by
. (4) According to the equation of weight, the weights 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 for times 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 , respectively, are calculated and shown in (5), and then the weight matrix is established. The value of weight reflects the influence degree of the orbit and attitude at times 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 for the unknown time : 
] .
For convenience, the matrices −1 and are represented by the below formation, shown in
Through least square adjustment, the polynomial parameters 0 , 1 , and 2 are solved and shown by
Afterwards, the Kappa value at time can be calculated using (1) , and the general formula of the Kappa value is represented by
In the process of interpolation, the PWPM can solve the different parameters corresponding to the different attitude and orbit at any time with the different weight value. In this paper, the two weight equations are given out, the reciprocal of the absolute value of time difference and the reciprocal of the square of the time difference. The selection of weight equation has a large impact for the interpolation's accuracy of orbit and attitude. According to analysis and research, the reciprocal of the square of the time difference is adopted when the trajectory is relatively unstable. On the contrary, the reciprocal of the absolute value of time difference is utilized.
Two Interpolation Methods of Trajectory Model.
For the PWPM, the new trajectory has two kinds of interpolation methods to acquire the data set of orbit and attitude at any time. One is using the several known times selected round the unknown time to interpolate the orbit and attitude at the unknown time. The other is using all the selected known times to interpolate the orbit and attitude at the unknown time. The impaction from the selected known time for the orbit and attitude at the unknown time is measured and assessed according to the weight value. In other words, the time difference between the unknown time and the known time is more far, and the impaction from the unknown time is more great. The interpolation accuracies with the two methods are different, which is determined by the stability of the satellite trajectory, the number of selected known times, and the location of the selected known time. In the practical application, the two methods of PWPM are utilized together or respectively, which is determined by the stability of orbit and attitude.
The Differential Expression of PWPM.
Sensor's imaging model describes the mathematic transformation relationship between the coordinate of image point ( , ) and the coordinate of ground point ( , , ). It includes two kinds of models, rigorous imaging model and general imaging model [12, 13] . Based on the structure of CCD-array equipped on the ZY-3 and the sight vector of every CCD, scanning the ground, the rigorous imaging model for ZY-3 satellite is established, represented by (11) , and the one to one correspondence relationship between image point and ground point is built 4
The Scientific World Journal up with sensors coordinate systems, satellite's trajectory coordinate system, and ground reference system. For ZY-3 satellite, the data received from dual-frequency GPS represents the location of the phase center of GPS and the attitude data from star sensor is measured in the J2000 coordinate [14, 15] . In the process, the displacement matrix from the phase center of GPS (GPS antenna) orbit are rotation matrices, respectively, from satellite body system to satellite orbit system, from satellite orbit system to J2000 coordinate system, and from J2000 coordinate system to WGS84 coordinate system; represents the scale. According to satellite's structure design and the result of laboratory calibration, the threeline imaging model, nadir, forward, and backward, can be acquired with the different value of displacement matrix [ ] and rotation matrix body camera . For the push-broom high-resolution satellite, the objective of the high-accuracy trajectory model is to acquire the accurate elements of exterior orientation, [ GPS , GPS , GPS ] and orbit body , at any time. Assuming that the n known times are selected in a scene image of satellite and the orbit and attitude at time are needed to be interpolated, the four known times 1 , 2 , 3 , and
In the calculation of bundle block adjustment, the differential expression of time for the four unknown times 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 is derived and represented by
Similarly, the differential expression of the other elements of exterior orientation, (Roll, Yaw) and ( , , ), can be derived.
Systematic Error Model
The systematic error model for the interior orientation is to describe the various distortions from satellite's sensor such as the CCD-array distortions, the distortions of optic lenses, and principal point's distortion. In order to realize the high-precision geometric correction for ZY-3 image, it is very necessary to establish the various error models based on the analysis of satellite's structural parameters; thus the system error coming from the interior orientation, radial direction, and tangential direction distortion of optics lens and CCD-line's distortion and rotation will be modeled [16, 17] . According to the analysis of satellite's structure and the imaging characteristics, the systematic error model of the interior orientation is established and represented by
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where (−Δ / ) and (−Δ / ) represent the errors generated by the image principal point and focal length; Δ and mean the difference of focal length and the optic focal length, respectively; ( 1 2 + 2 4 ) and ( 1 2 + 2 4 ) describe the optics lens distortion of radial direction in along-track and cross-track directions, respectively; 1 , 2 mean the distortion's coefficient of radial direction; means the distance from one point on the optic lens to the lens's center; 1 ( 2 + 2 2 ) + 2 2 and 2 ( 2 + 2 2 ) represent the distortions of tangential direction in along-track and crosstrack directions, respectively; 1 , 2 mean the distortion's coefficient of tangential direction; sin represents the error of CC-array rotation, and is the rotation angle; represents the distortion of CCD-array in the cross-track direction generated by the temperature variation. The CCDarray distortion in along-track direction is particle, owing to only one CCD arranged in this direction; the distortion therefore can be ignored.
According to the analysis of the correlations among the model's parameters in the block bundle adjustment, the correlation between the principal point and focal length is very strong, so that the parameters are combined in order to reduce the parameters correlation and improve the stability and accuracy of the block bundle adjustment. Equation (14) is represented as (15) after the parameters combination:
Data and Method of Experiment
In this paper, data set of orbit and attitude used to validate the correction and accuracy of piece-point polynomial model is acquired from 609th track of ZY-3. In order to validate the high accuracy of the new proposed trajectory model, the LPM, PPM, LCPM, piece-point with weight polynomial with four known times model (PWP4M) and piece-point with weight polynomial model with all known times (PWPM) are utilized to interpolate and compare the interpolation accuracy. In the process, the different numbers of the known times, 10, 15 and 20, are selected from trajectory data set, and are used to interpolate the other unknown times' orbit and attitude data with the different models, respectively. Finally, the result of interpolation is represented by the table and curve, and the advantage of PWPM is illuminated according to researching and analyzing the result. In order to validate the correction and accuracy of PWPM, ZY-3 orbit, and attitude data, ground control point (GCP) and systematic error model of interior orientation are used in the bundle block adjustment of geometric correction. Based on the nadir image of ZY-3, the 74 GCPs are picked up from the image, and 27 GCPs are selected as check points (CPs) that do not take part in the block bundle adjustment. For validating the correction and stability of the proposed models, the 16, 26, 36, and 46 GCPs are performed, respectively, in the geometric correction experiment. Figure 2 shows the distribution of GCPs and the error's distribution of image points, corresponding to GCPs, before geometric correction.
Result and Validation of Experiment

Result and Analysis of Trajectory Model.
According to analyzing the stability of the orbit and attitude of ZY-3, it can be seen obviously that the orbit and attitude angles of Yaw of ZY-3 are very stable, but the attitude angles of Pitch and Roll are unstable relatively. The curves of attitude angles in 10 seconds are shown in Figures 3, 4 , and 5. From the diagram of curves, it is obvious that the attitude angles of Pitch and Roll are unstable. Hence, the interpolation experiment is performed using the angle Pitch and Roll.
In Figure 6 , the result of interpolation is represented using the different trajectory models with 15 selected known times in a scene image. The curves on the left of Figure 6 show the interpolation's result with angle Pitch, and the curves on the right of Figure 6 show the result with angle Yaw. The red curve and red circle, respectively, mean the fitting curve and the selected known times, and the green curve means the original curves. From top to bottom Figures 6(a), 6 (b), 6(c), 6(d), and 6(e) represented, respectively, the models LPM, PPM, LCPM, PWP4M, and PWPM.
From Figure 6 , it can be seen clearly that the interpolation's accuracy with LCPM, PWP4M, and PWPM is higher than LPM and PPM. The curves of LCPM, PWP4M, and PWPM are relatively similar. Furthermore, Table 1 shows the interpolation accuracy results with the different orbit and attitude models using the different numbers of known times selected from 609th track orbit in a scene image. The accuracy of the interpolation for the angles Roll, Pitch, and Yaw with PWPM is the highest with 10 and 15 selected known times. Using the 20 known times, the interpolation accuracy of Yaw is the highest with PWP4M, 4.539. The accuracy of Pitch with PWP4M is 5.727 lower than the accuracies with PWPM 5.593. In this case, PWP4M and PWPM can be used together in order to acquire the highest accuracy of interpolation for any angle.
Result and Analysis of Geometric Correction Based on PWPM.
The new proposed trajectory model (PWPM) has higher interpolation's accuracy and more flexibility than the other models according to the upper experiment and analysis. In order to validate the correction and accuracy of PWPM in the bundle block adjustment, the geometric correction experiment is performed using the data set of ZY-3. Before the process, which one interpolation's method of PWPM is utilized according to the analysis of the orbit and attitude corresponding to the used image range? Thus, geometric correction is performed and the result of correction is represented by Figure 7 .
In Figure 7 (a), the residuals distribution of 46 GCPs after the geometric correction is represented and the residuals distribution after checking with 27 CPs is shown in Figure 7 (b) and the assessed accuracy is 0.0793 pixels. From Figure 7 , it is obvious that the accuracy of geometric correction is very high based on the PWPM. Furthermore, Table 2 shows the assessment of accuracy for geometric correction using the 10, 16, 26, 36, and 46 GCPs, respectively. The accuracies with the different number of GCPs are all high; the highest accuracy reaches 0.5293 pixels with 26 GCPs and the lowest accuracy is 0.0841 pixels. With the increasing number of GCPs, the accuracy of geometric correction increased gradually until the 26 GCPs. Table 1 and Figure 6 , it is obvious that the interpolation accuracy of PWPM is the highest. When the orbit and attitude are unstable, the weight value is acquired with the reciprocal value of the absolute value of time difference. On the contrary, the weight value is calculated with the reciprocal value of the square of time difference. In comparison with the LPM, PPM, and LCPM, PWPM can solve the different parameters corresponding to the different attitude at any time with the different weight value. The proposed new trajectory model can therefore reach higher accuracy of interpolation than others, especially when the orbit and attitude are unstable. In addition, the PWPM has two interpolation methods, PWP4M and PWPM, and the two methods can be used together in order to acquire the higher interpolation accuracy. Owing to the higher accuracy, the new trajectory model has the ability that can improve the interpolation accuracy of orbit and attitude and avoid the interpolation error is transmitted into interior orientation as a part of systematic error, which will increase the systematic error of interior orientation. Thus, the solved accuracy of parameters in the systematic model is improved, and the accuracy of geometric correction is also increased correspondingly. According to the analysis and research, the different form of PWPM in the bundle block adjustment only relates to weight, selected 
Validation and Analysis. Analyzing and comparing
(e) Figure 6 : The fitting curves with the different trajectory models.
known time, and needed interpolation time; thus the correlation among the orbit and attitude is decreased, and the calculation's accuracy and stability of the block adjustment can be improved. In the geometric correction experiment based on the PWPM, the accuracies with the different number of GCPs also reach a high level totally, which is represented by Table 2 and Figure 7 , and validate the correctness and applicability of the PWPM. For the different number of GCPs, the accuracy varies in the geometric correction mostly owing to two reasons, the distribution of the different GCPs and the correlations among the parameters of the systematic 8
The Scientific World Journal error model. On the one hand, the various distributions of the different GCPs will cause the accuracy to oscillate in a very small range; on the other hand, the bundle block adjustment will generate correlations among the parameters. The correlations result in the following: the solved results of parameters vibrate in a range unstably, and the systematic error cannot be described completely and accurately with these parameters. Thus, a better systematic error model is needed to be proposed according to further researching and analyzing of the satellite sensor's overall structure design and the imaging geometric characteristics.
Conclusion
In this study, the new trajectory model, PWPM, is proposed according to the researching and analyzing of the data of ZY-3's orbit and attitude in the long and short period. By comparison with the other trajectory models, the PWPM can acquire a higher interpolation's accuracy and has more flexibility. Meanwhile, the differentiation equation of the proposed trajectory model is derivate and it is validated through the bundle block adjustment. In the geometric correction experiment based on the PWPM, the accuracies of geometric correction with the different number of GCPs also reach a high level totally. According to the analyzing and researching of the assessment results with GCPs and CPs, the correctness and applicability of the PWPM are validated and assessed to ensure and improve the high accuracy of geometric correction for ZY-3 satellite. The further study will be performed to experiment with the real image data of ZY-3 and GCP to research better systematic error model for interior orientation, in order to explore the potentials of using ZY-3 data for stereo mapping.
